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Abstract

This article purposes to tease out the EFL teachers’ patterns in implementing the stages of teaching and learning using GBA in the Indonesian context. The participants involved in the study were 15 English teachers from seven state senior high schools in Kota Malang Indonesia. The data were collected through interviews and observations. Fieldnotes were also made to record the relevant data. The observations of each teacher were carried out five times to attain sufficient data for the analysis. The writers observed the classes recommended by the teachers, sitting down in the back row and observing the activities done by teachers and students. They also put a tick (v) to indicate the presence of activities as listed in the checklist. If the teachers and students did activities which were absent in the checklist, the writers made fieldnotes to record them for supplementary purposes. The data were analysed descriptively based on the descriptors in the checklists. The analysed data showed that none of the English teachers fully employed the four stages of GBA (BKoF, MoT, JCoT, and ICoT) in teaching. Instead, they also applied the stages of GBA with the following patterns: BKoF-MoT-JCoT; BKoF-JCoT; BKoF-MoT; BKoF-MoT-ICoT; and BKoF-ICoT.
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Contribution of this paper to the literature
This study contributes to addressing the gap between the theory and practice of Genre-Based Approach, particularly in the implementation of teaching and learning cycle in the EFL context by attending to that of Indonesia.

1. Introduction
Genre-Based Approach (GBA) has been widely used in the global context such as Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore, Indonesia, Brazil, Chile, Sweden, Denmark and some parts of the USA (Derewianka, 2012; Moore and Schleppegrell, 2014; Emilia and Hamied, 2015; Wu, 2016; Graves and Barton, 2017; Mbau and Sugeng, 2019) and typically found in monolingual education such as for second language or foreign language (Lorenzo, 2013). Within this wider practice of GBA, the use of cycles in teaching is popular. The cycles are called in different terms: a genre curriculum cycle (Callaghan and Knapp, 1999) a wheel model of a teaching and learning cycle (Hammond et al., 1992) or the teaching and learning cycle (TLC) (Caplan and Farling, 2016; Hermansson et al., 2019). The cycles are usually presented in the form of procedures or stages with which a teacher can facilitate students to understand and produce texts. These stages help learners read and write texts (De Oliveira and Lan, 2014) and familiarize students with direct and systematic orders of different texts for writing skills (Ahn, 2012; Ueasiriphan and Tangkiengsirisin, 2019). Furthermore, the cycles are incorporated as a part of teaching strategies aiming at catering for teachers with not only a set of only a part to organize the instruction, but also efforts to scaffold students to grasp and come to terms with different texts (Macken-Horarik, 2002).

Relevant research has confirmed the benefits of the cycles in teaching. Rothery (1996) has mentioned that most Australian teachers agree to use the cycles as “strategies for planning, teaching and assessment” as they become more productive working with students in language learning. Kongpetch (2006) also adds that the use of cycles encourages students to think, plan, and work with a text. However, these studies seem to provide less comprehensive accounts as to how teachers apply the cycles in teaching. There is not much information either about which model of cycles was adopted when teachers conducted the teaching including the typical activities in each stage. It also gives an impression that the research on the practice of the cycles was mainly undertaken in the L1 and L2, not EFL. It is widely known that English, in the EFL context, is a subject taught in high schools. It is not spoken nor used in daily communication. The exploration of cycles in this context will enrich the body of the knowledge of GBA, for this will take into account EFL context thus far overlooked.

Other relevant studies have also been conducted both in ESL and EFL settings, for instance, Ahn (2012); Carstens (2009); Chen and Su (2012); Emilia (2005); Firkins et al. (2007); Hyeon (2001); Kongpetch (2006); Macken-Horarik (2002); Myskow and Gordon (2009); Paltridge (2004); Pujianto et al. (2014); Rothery (1996); Trong (2011); Ueasiriphan and Tangkiengsirisin (2019); Xu (2005) and Yigitoglu and Reichelt (2014). Yet, the existing research was restricted to support the teaching of one language skill only, namely writing. This gives an impression that these studies deployed similar research designs and participants which may result in similar findings. That is why, the research on GBA needs to be expanded into other relevant areas such as speaking, listening, reading and grammar so that teachers can have wider perspectives and models of GBA application in different settings. The present study is an attempt to address this issue. Furthermore, the use of the cycle in those studies is typically found as a model in research, not in teaching. For example, Firkins et al. (2007) utilized the cycle comprising three stages: Modelling a text, Joint construction of a text, and Independent construction of a text to improve low proficiency EFL students’ writing. Similarly, Wu and Dong (2009) also applied GBA in their study about writing in three stages: involving modelling the generic structure of the model text; involving the joint efforts of a teacher and students to work out another text with the same genre; and involving students’ individual work and the teacher and learners editing. In addition, Trong (2011) also conducted a study on teaching writing through genre-based approach at Ho Chi Minh City University of Finance-Marketing. Vietnam in three phases (modelling of a text, joint-negotiation of text, and independent construction of text). Furthermore, Ahn (2012) utilized the three stages of GBA in teaching writing to native speakers and non-native of English. This reflects that the cycles are more prominent in research rather than in teaching. Therefore, extension of the application of the stages for pedagogic purposes is warranted.

2. Review of Literature
This part discusses the models of GBA as well as the activities in teaching.

2.1. The GBA Models of Teaching
Since this study aims at investigating how the EFL teachers implement the stages of GBA in the Indonesian context, the information about the cycles developed by several experts are incorporated. So far, there have been four models used in language teaching based on GBA. Callaghan and Knapp (1999) developed a model comprising three phases: modelling, joint negotiation of text, and independent construction of text. Murray and Zammit (1992) also introduced a model which contains four stages: negotiating field, deconstruction, joint construction, and independent construction of text. Similarly, Rothery (1996) arranged the teaching within three stages: deconstruction, joint construction, and independent construction. Hammond et al. (1992) proposed four stages in the GBA instruction: building knowledge of the field (BKoF), modelling of text (MoT), joint construction of text (JcOT), and independent construction of text (IcOT).

In the Indonesian context, however, the model proposed by Hammond et al. (1992) with four stages is more common. There is neither specific account nor empirical reason why this model is on the rise. To the best of our knowledge through our involvement in training, the trainers suggested that teachers apply it in teaching without due explanation. The result of the literature review also indicates that none of the existing research has provided the rationale of using the model. It is, therefore, important to carry out and document the application of this model in English language teaching.
2.2. The Activities in the GBA Models

This study is also believed to have the potential to equip teachers with hands-on knowledge about the stages and activities to be included in their teaching. This is in line with the proliferating teaching approach in Indonesia, that is, scientific approach. The activities are elaborated based on building knowledge of the field (BKoF), modelling of text (MoT), joint construction of text (JCoT), and independent construction of text (ICoT).

In BKoF, both teachers and students together discuss the background of the text to learn and share their experiences to deal with it: context of culture, common setting of the text, and benefits of the text (Chaisiri, 2010; Mingsakoon and Srimon, 2018; Hermansson et al., 2019). According to Yan (2005) and Emilia (2008) BKoF familiarizes students with different texts and their structural features before they start their learning, particularly writing. In the second step, MoT, teachers provide examples of texts for students to analyse in terms of the social function, generic structures, and linguistic features. According to Hyland (2007) modelling aims at exposing students with the details of the text to learn. Thus, teachers need to have adequate stock of texts to be modelled (Emilia, 2008; Pujianto et al., 2014). Joint construction, the third phase, deals with the collaboration between teachers and students and between students and students to produce the intended text. In relation to this, Pujianto et al. (2014) and Yan (2005) suggest that JCoT can be done in groups (students) and or students partnered by the teacher to accomplish one model or draft of text. After working in groups, students are asked to work independently. Hence, the stage of independent construction of text is crucial to train students to start working on their own by making use of what they have learned in the previous stages. In this phase, teachers' inference is gradually reduced (Hyland, 2007).

3. Methods

3.1. Participants

The participants involved in the study were 15 English teachers from seven state senior high schools in Kota Malang Indonesia. The teachers were selected based on the following considerations. First, they started teaching English at least in the year of 2004/2005 or 2006/2007. The year 2004/2005 was deemed as the first time of including GBA in English language teaching in Indonesian classrooms. In 2006/2007, the curriculum was revised to be the school based curriculum (KTSP), yet GBA remained unchanged. Second, the participants should have graduated from an English department with an undergraduate diploma as a minimum requirement of the teachers’ qualifications. Third, they taught English in state senior high schools. Fourth, they should be tenured and certified English teachers as they are officially responsible for students’ learning and usually pointed or assigned by the schools to join local, regional, national, or international workshops. In addition, they have officially been professional in the sense that they have been certified nationally. Fifth, they should have an experience of joining workshops, conferences, seminars, or training on English language teaching and GBA to ensure that they have come to terms with GBA.

3.2. Instruments

The instruments used in the current study included interviews, observation checklists and field notes. The interviews were focused on teachers’ teaching experience, the year of starting teaching, and the involvement in training. The observation checklist consisted of several variables and descriptors concerning what and how the teachers should implement GBA in the classroom using the cycles. In this context, the variables to observe were divided into four stages of teaching, namely building knowledge of the field, modelling of the text, joint construction of the text, and independent construction of the text (Hammond et al., 1992). In each stage, specific descriptors were elaborated concerning what and how teachers taught students based on GBA. These descriptors were adapted from various sources such as English teachers’ lesson plans accessed from the internet and a book on GBA by Emilia (2011). Field notes were also incorporated in the data collection and contrived to complete the information that was not duly covered through observations.

3.3. Data Collection

In collecting the data from the interviews, we recorded the information concerning the teachers’ teaching experience, the year of starting teaching, and the involvement in the training. For the observations, we observed each teacher for five times, so that the intended data were sufficient for the analysis. We observed the classes as recommended by the teachers. We sat down in the back row observing the activities done by teachers and students. We also put a tick (v) to indicate the presence of activities as listed on the checklist. If the teachers and students did activities which were absent from the checklist, the writers made fieldnotes to record them for supplementary purposes.

3.4. Data Analysis

The gathered data were analysed qualitatively. The main data obtained from observations were described narratively based on stages and descriptors listed on the checklists. These descriptions reflected whether teachers had really implemented GBA or not in the classrooms. From this activity, how the teachers implemented the stages of GBA in teaching could finally be concluded. The information about the teachers’ teaching performance was also supported by the results of interviews and fieldnotes.

4. Findings

The findings of this study deal with EFL teachers’ patterns in implementing the stages of GBA as suggested by Hammond et al. (1992) building knowledge of the field (BKoF), modelling of text (MoT), joint construction of text (JCoT), and independent construction of text (ICoT) as well as the activities in the teaching of English as a subject in the school.

The analysis indicates that English teachers from different schools deployed the stages of GBA in five patterns: (1) BKoF-MoT-JCoT; (2) BKoF-MoT; (3) BKoF-JCoT; (4) BKoF-MoT-ICoT; and (3) BKoF-ICoT. Of those
patterns, none of the teachers employed full stages. Furthermore, BkOf was found in all meetings of teaching, MoT was found in two meetings, JCoT was found in two meetings, and JCoT was found in one meeting. It is also revealed that teachers did the following activities in each stage.

4.1. Building Knowledge of the Field (BkOf)
This stage should be done in the beginning of the teaching. The analysis shows that this part cropped up in all patterns with which the English teachers started their teaching of the language skills and language components. Uniquely, the activities teachers did in this stage are comparable as presented in the following: greeting the students, checking the attendance, reviewing the previous topic, and introducing the topic to learn.

4.2. Modelling of the Text (MoT)
The modelling stage is executed after BkOf. It was revealed from the data, however, that MoT appeared in Patterns 1, 2, and 3. In this context, the majority of the teachers made use of this cycle in the classroom instruction. In teaching listening, speaking, reading, writing and grammar, teachers accomplished the following activities.

In listening, teachers emulated the classroom teaching as follows: they distributed the listening worksheet and required the students to listen to for comprehension. They played audios or videos in the laptop about the topic two or three times. Sometimes, teachers read the text twice or three times and asked the students to listen to for comprehension. The students listened to the topic/text so that they knew the words, expressions, context, and characters. Students should also answer the given questions about the topic. Teachers then gave feedback and confirmation towards the students' responses.

In speaking, the typical activities teachers undertook in the classroom include the following: they used a laptop and LCD to show the learning materials, examples or videos comprising the models to learn. Sometimes also, they made use of the whiteboard / blackboard to draw or hang the pictures on as a model, or they asked students to see the models of the text in the textbook/worksheet. They then explained or asked students about the topic/text in terms of the communicative purpose, generic structure, and the language features of the text. The students responded to the videos and answered the questions given. The students also had to mention the difficult words found in the text and describe the pictures and their relation to the text being studied. The students repeated the words taken from the text for a better pronunciation. Last, the students got comments or feedback from teachers concerning their responses including the pronunciation. Teachers also re-explained the text being studied for confirmation. In reading, teachers' common classroom activities are presented as follows: they supplied a model of text in the worksheet and or on the screen. They asked students in turn to read a model of text to check the students' pronunciation and modelled how to pronounce the words in the text correctly. They also equipped the text with the information about the communicative purpose and generic structures. In this stage, students were asked to comprehend the text so as to answer the questions related to, for example, the characters, setting, situation, and specific information and to identify unfamiliar words.

In grammar, teachers embodied their teaching in following procedures: they picked up some grammatical models from the text and asked the students to state whether or not they grammatically flawed. Alternatively, teachers asked the students to look at the examples of grammatical sentences in the worksheet. They also asked students to elaborate the characteristics of the tenses used in the text. After that, they explained the forms and uses and gave examples. The examples varied dependent on the text type and topic of grammar. For example, teachers explained simple past when the text was about story or past experience. The students were also assigned to write sentences by using the relevant tenses. Teachers then gave comments and feedback.

4.3. Joint Construction of the Text (JCoT)
JCoT is the next stage of teaching using GBA cycles. This phase came up in two patterns: 1 and 3 with the following activities.

In listening, teachers instructed the students to work in groups to listen to the expressions and stories. Here, teachers played audios or videos related to particular expressions. Sometimes, teachers also asked the students to retell funny stories available in the worksheet and the other students in the groups listened to. If no technological aid was used, teachers read the dialog loudly so that the students could hear it well. When listening, students took notes to answer the questions provided by teachers. Occasionally, teachers also let each group re-write a story as heard from the audio. Both teachers and students then discussed the audio text and answers.

In speaking, teachers asked students in groups to practice speaking by using the provided expressions. Sometimes, teachers also requested students to discuss an issue or a problem. After that, each group reported the results of the discussion or practice speaking in the front. Teachers and other groups gave feedback and comments after each group presentation. In writing, teachers assigned the students (in groups or in pair) to arrange jumbled paragraphs to be a good text or sentences to be a paragraph, wrote a short essay based on the given pictures or a model shown in the video, or to write either a dialog/conversation, functional text (announcement) based the given expressions or models. Teachers then checked the groups' works of simple writing to score and provide some feedback or demanded the groups to present their writing to get feedback from teachers and students.

In reading, teachers asked the students in each group to do reading exercises in the worksheet or read a text loudly and the teacher corrected their pronunciation. In this reading activity, the students analysed the text in terms of the generic structures. Besides, the students also answered the questions, for example, about the thesis, supporting ideas, reasons, type of text, definition of analytical exposition, vocabulary, etc. Teachers also provided feedback and confirmation.

In grammar, the students worked in groups to answer questions related to grammar found in the text. At first, teachers asked the students to find the examples about the use of because, because of, independent and dependent clauses, noun phrases and noun clauses. The students read the examples so that teachers could make sure that they were grammatically correct. Teachers also asked the students to state the reasons about the examples and to do some grammar exercises. The next was that teachers explained the grammar points: definitions, usage, examples, and additional exercises (e.g. completion and making sentences).
4.4. Independent Construction of the Text (ICoT)

This last stage deals with students' independent learning in the classroom. Teachers used it in two patterns: 4 and 5. The typical teaching activities are described below.

In reading, teachers requested the individual students to read a text in the textbook. Teachers explained the generic structures and difficult words identified from the text. The students were also instructed to answer the questions related to the text. Teachers then gave feedback and confirmation towards students' responses.

In writing, teachers asked the students to write a draft of a narrative text having the components: orientation (main characters, supporting characters, place, and time), beginning of the story, complication, and resolution before they presented the draft to the class. In this process, each student displayed the draft and let teachers and other students give comments. Teachers also checked the components, the organization of ideas, and grammar. Each student then revised the draft based on the feedback. Occasionally, teachers also asked students to use words listed to write sentences on the whiteboard.

In speaking, teachers asked the students to describe some words found in the text and answer the questions related to the communicative purpose, generic structures, and language features. In listening, teachers provided a listening worksheet-listening to a monolog text. They used the laptop to play the audio for three times so that the students could answer the questions (e.g. the topic of the text, the purpose, the facts/arguments, and generic structures) based on what they had heard. The students obtained feedback and confirmation afterwards. Besides, the teachers also equipped the classroom learning with a vocabulary focus-usually the students listed and defined the words taken from the text they did not know.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

5.1. The Teaching of Language Skills and Components

The current study shows that teachers used the stages of GBA in teaching the language skills and language components which include listening, speaking, reading, writing, and grammar. This finding is in contrast with the previous studies, which mainly made of use of the stages for teaching writing, for instance, Ahn (2012); Carstens (2009); Chen and Su (2012); Emilia (2005); Firkins et al. (2007); Hyon (2001); Krongpetch (2006); Macken-Horarik (2002); Myskow and Gordon (2009); Paltridge (2004); Pujianto et al. (2014); Rothery (1996); Trong (2011); Ueasiriphan and Tanglekiersirisan (2019); Kamal (2019); Yang (2019); Xu (2005); Yigitoglu and Reichelt (2014). They did not cover the other skills such as listening, speaking, reading, and grammar as they, from the outset, were designed to investigate the cycle in one of the language skills only, while the current study deals with a wider scope, namely the use of the cycle in teaching all language skills and components. Besides, the current study uncovers the practice of a cycle containing four stages, whereas the existing previous research employed the cycle with three steps (Firkins et al., 2007; Wu and Dong, 2009; Trong, 2011; Ahn, 2012; Pujianto et al., 2014; Fanani, 2018). Thus, the current study differs from the previous ones as the scopes, settings, participants, and the models of cycle involve. In addition to those differences identified above, one interesting phenomenon appeared in the current study is that none of the teachers applied the four stages in teaching even though they were from different backgrounds: schools, age, teaching experience, and involvement in training. The factors that may contribute to this fact include the following. First, they probably did not know the stages of GBA or they knew them just a little although they had been teaching for years. Alternatively, they might be familiar with the terms but did not know what they mean and what to do in each stage. We found that teachers' different backgrounds are not significantly significant in assuring the full application of GBA in teaching.

In terms of schools, for example, teachers were taken from varied state schools under the management of the department of education and culture. The schools where they teach commonly reflect the levels of students' achievement or background, which is also different from one region to another. In addition, schools are the factors that may affect the use of GBA. For example, teachers were categorized into two groups: novice teachers with less than five years of teaching experience are not always parallel with a bad quality of teaching. Conversely, teachers with longer experience of teaching do not guarantee a better teaching. We did not see any differences between teachers having a short year of teaching and a long year of teaching. This phenomenon contradicts with the existing few categories of teachers as suggested by Kraft and Papay (2014). They categorized teachers into two groups: novice teachers with less than five years of experiences and experienced teachers with more than five years of experiences. The existing research has also segmented novice the teachers and experienced teachers under several characteristics. The former tends to be unprepared (Britt, 1997; Jacques, 2000; Ladd, 2000; Savage and Savage, 2010) and have poor skills in the classroom management (Fidelier and Haskellhorn, 1999). The latter tends to have abilities to control the classroom interaction and communication with students (Doyle, 1986; Unal and Unal, 2012) to increase their self-efficacy (Han et al., 2017) and to possess higher flexibility and adaptability in teaching (Kerrins and Cushing, 2000). It is concluded that both categories and their characteristics need to be revisited to accommodate the level of understanding or knowledge about a teaching method (GBA).

Concerning the training, not all teachers were actively involved. The interview results indicate that teachers were not intensively engaged in the workshop and provided with the reliable resources about GBA. They thought that the training was general, unfocused and covered many aspects such as such as policies in education, curriculum, lesson planning, and teaching strategies. Not only that, the training was short in time from 2 to 3 days. They also needed the follow up of the workshops so that they can implement what they obtain from the training to provide better teaching to students.
The second reason is there is a tendency that the teachers followed the trainers or faculty members’ ideas or models regarding what to do and how to do in teaching. In the case of the components of GBA, for example, some trainers consider that the four stages ought to be included in the teaching, while some others have different perceptions. A similar interpretation also happens when they discuss the components of Scientific Approach (Another model of teaching in the Indonesian context) in the Curriculum 2013. Some state that all components are necessarily inserted in the teaching practices, while some others think of two or three components. These differences seem to make the teachers confused on the issue, accordingly. We can say that an example or model provided by a trainer will be the best for them even though it is not yet justified.

Third, there is likelihood that the teachers did not prepare the teaching well. They probably did not make lesson plans that help direct them to what to teach, how to teach, and how to assess the students. Commonly, the teachers elaborate all aspects of teaching, including approach of teaching, method of teaching, and strategy of teaching in the lesson plans. They also explain what they should do (activities) in the pre-activities, whilst activities, and post activities. All things mentioned in the lesson plans should depict the teachers’ knowledge on GBA and their skills in teaching.

5.2. The Application of Stages of GBA in Teaching

As reflected in the data, all teachers started the teaching with BKoF regardless whether or not they were senior teachers; they joined adequate training; had long experience of teaching; and taught in favorite schools. This implies that whoever the teachers are, wherever and whenever they teach, BKoF is always used as a warming up stage to dig up the students’ schemata and connect their prior knowledge with the topic to learn. The successful teaching and meaningful learning can be created when there is a good connection between the students’ old and new knowledge (Ausbib and Fitzgeral, 1961).

In this stage, both teachers and students together discuss the background of the text to be learned and share their experiences to deal with it: context of culture, common setting of the text, and benefits of the text (Chaisiri, 2010; Mingsakoon and Srinon, 2018; Hermannson et al., 2019). Yan (2005) and Emilia (2008) also state that BKoF familiarizes students with different texts and their structural features before they start their learning, particularly writing. This stage helps learners in the first stage of cycle (building knowledge of the field) raise their awareness about various texts and their attitudes about writing (Ahn, 2012). Because of these strengths, all models of cycles developed by Murray and Zammit (1992) and Hammond et al. (1992) put BKoF in the beginning to build students’ knowledge about the topic to learn.

These features of BKoF, however, were not reflected in the teaching and learning process done by pre-service teachers. A study carried out by Nurlaelawati and Novianti (2017) revealed that most the teachers involved in their study did not apply BKoF in teaching. It happened probably because they had not completed their studies yet, and therefore they did not understand GBA comprehensively. Another possibility is that they probably did not have sufficient experience of implementing the stages of GBA in the classroom practice. So, when they were involved in study, they did not know how to apply the stages in teaching. Very possible, they likely learned more theories and practices during their classes. Different from BKoF, not all teachers applied the modelling stage in teaching. To the best of our observation, it happened as teachers were weak in the planning as indicated by their reluctance to design a lesson plan based on their understanding and interpretation. They preferred to copy the existing model. This phenomenon gets worse as they were busier with administrative things resulting in having no adequate time to make a lesson plan including searching relevant texts students learn. They were not critical in choosing the learning materials that best fit the students either. Here, they looked for a text related to the topic in the absence of scrutiny. In addition, they had a tendency providing one example of text and less details in teaching, as a result, students did not get the intended meaning.

To us, the modelling stage is undeniable in teaching. In this part, teachers can provide students with examples of texts to help students visualize the texts to be learned, hoping that they can internalize the learning materials and produce texts more easily. A study conducted by Pujianto et al. (2014) confirm that the modelling stage is important for students, particularly low achievers, to understand more texts and language skills. Theoretically, MeT is a one step of scaffolding which needs to be included in the teaching and learning process. In Halliday’s theory of Systemic Functional Linguistics, scaffolding, as a means of helping learners to achieve the goal of their learning, is reflected in the idea of explicit instruction done by teachers about language features of texts. The types of scaffolding can be in two forms: providing contents of students learning and roles or activities to be undertaken by students in the classroom (Kollar et al., 2006). A study conducted by Kerfoot and Van Heerden (2015) indicate that the scaffolding of genre-based approach considerably impacts students’ learning access of language of the school subjects. In addition, teachers also incorporated joint working (JCot) in the teaching and learning process as identified in the patterns 1 and 3. As the most critical part of the cycle, this third phase requires teachers and students to do collaboration to yield a text. In fact, not all teachers in the present study apply it in teaching. It implies that some teachers are sure with the advantages of this stage in the instruction and some others are the opposite. Those who believe in this collaboration advocate the results of studies informing that the joint construction of text aids students in developing their writings (Dreyfus et al., 2011; Martin and Rose, 2012; Caplan and Farling, 2016). Those who are doubtful about the joint writing also supports the finding of a quasi-experimental study undertaken by Hermannson et al. (2019). They approved that joint construction had no considerable effect on the students’ quality of narrative writing as well as the length of their writings. Thus, it is concluded that the issue about the importance of joint construction of the text in the classroom instruction is not conclusive yet. Regardless of the different findings, we believe that joint construction is a form of collaboration which is pivotal in the classroom context. Collaboration allows teachers and students to create dialogic interaction and communication to get problems solved, prepares students before they work independently, and enables students to become reader and more confident to complete the tasks. Webb et al. (2008) state collaboration enables students to learn with others. Pearlman (2010) strengthens that collaboration is one of the 21st century skills needed by students to be able to compete in the global market. Similarly, Folton (2015) says that collaboration is
crucial to support and build successful school programs. Therefore, learning and teaching will not take place without collaboration.

The last stage of GBA is Independent Construction of the Text where students work individually and independently to complete the given tasks. Similar to the Joint Construction, not all teachers carried out this step in teaching. It is identified that independent working was done in two ways: inside the classroom and outside the classroom as homework. All of them depended on the availability of time. If teachers had time to complete the task, they required students to finish it in the classroom, but if the teachers ran out of time, they asked students to complete the task at home as homework. In the current research, we found that this stage was identified when teachers focused on reading, writing, speaking and listening.

The independent construction pathway emphasizes on the individuals strong autonomy in learning and producing a text. They become reader and more self-determining after they get aids and work together with their peers or teachers to complete the tasks. Norratinia and Zaker (2014) state that learning autonomy enables learners to achieve their learning goals as they know what to do, check the progress, and evaluate the learning results (Benson, 2013). A plenty of research suggests that learning autonomy contributes to students’ language development as well as their language learning (Smith and Craig, 2013; Fahim and Zaker, 2014; Lee; 2014; Bekleyen and Selimoglu, 2016). It is summarized that learning and producing a text independently is a part of students-centered learning which is crucial in the classroom.

It is concluded that the EFL teachers have practiced the cycle in teaching language skills and components under the following patterns: BKoF-MoT-JCoT; BKoF-JCoT; BKoF-MoT; and BKoF-JCoT even though none of them applied the four stages as suggested. In particular, all teachers build the background of the text to be learned in the beginning of the lesson, yet not all of teachers provide models and include joint construction and independent construction in teaching. In addition, teachers who teach in favorite schools, possess more teaching experience, get more involvement in training, and are older in age do not guarantee that they understand and apply the stages of GBA in teaching better than those who do not.

It is suggested that EFL teachers be more intensively involved in the more focused training whatever their backgrounds are. All EFL teachers need to be given the same opportunities to join the training so that they have knowledge and abilities to implement it in the classroom. The training should also be conducted in sufficient amount of time, with a specific topic on GBA, theoretically and practically balanced, and hand-on follow up activities. These aspects are important in the context of making teachers become prepared and ready to create a better teaching.
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